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ABSTRACT
The elderly population comprises the fastest growing segment of
the world’s population. As patients age, the incidence and
prevalence of certain pain syndromes increase. Pain may be
underreported as some elderly patients incorrectly believe that
pain is a normal process of aging. A comprehensive pain
assessment includes a thorough medical history and physical
examination, review of systems and pertinent laboratory results,
imaging studies, and diagnostic tests. Pain physicians should
have a broad range of understanding of the pharmacologic and
physiological changes that occur in the geriatric population. The
present review on pain management in the elderly focuses on
relevant information for the pain clinician. Included are
appropriate pain assessment, physical examination, pathophysiologic changes in the elderly, pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic changes, and present pain management modalities.
Elderly patients present with increased fat mass, decreased
muscle mass, and decreased body water, all of which have
important ramifications on drug distribution. Hepatic phase I
reactions involving oxidation, hydrolysis, and reduction appear to
be more altered by age than phase II conjugation such as
acetylation, glucuronidation, sulfation, and glycine conjugation.
There is a predictable age-related decline in cytochrome P-450
function and, combined with the polypharmacy that much of the
elderly population experiences, this may lead to a toxic reaction
of medications. One of the newer opiates, oxymorphone, has
recently been studied as it is metabolized in a non-cytochrome
P-450 pathway and therefore bypasses many of the drug-drug
interactions common to the elderly. A multidisciplinary approach
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is recommended to investigate all possible options for optimal
management, including pharmacotherapy, interventional procedures, physical rehabilitation, and psychological support.

THE IMPORTANCE OF UNDERSTANDING
PAIN IN THE ELDERLY
Currently, elderly patients comprise the fastest
growing segment of the world’s population. The
number of people worldwide 65 years and older was
estimated at 506 million as of 2008 and by 2040 will
increase to 1.3 billion. The United States Census
Bureau asserts that there were 38.9 million people 65
and older in 2008, making up 12.8% of the total
population. Of this population segment, 5.7 million are
85 years old and older, and this number is growing.
Chronic geriatric pain may be defined as ‘‘an
unpleasant sensory and emotional experience associated with actual or potential tissue damage, or
described in terms of such damage, for persons who
are either aged (65 to 79 years old) or very aged (80
and over) and who have had pain for greater than
3 months.’’1 The consequences of this pain include
impaired activities of daily living (ADLs) and ambulation, depression, and strain on the health care
economy.2 Pain may also be related to complications
associated with deconditioning, gait abnormalities,
accidents, polypharmacy, and cognitive decline.
The prevalence of persistent pain increases with
age3; increases in joint pain and neuralgias are
particularly common.4 A majority of elderly persons
have significant pain problems and are undertreated.
Between 25% and 40% of older cancer patients
studied had daily pain. Among these patients, 21%
who were between 65 and 74 years of age received
no pain medication; of patients who were 75 to
84 years old, 26% received no pain medication; and
for those above the age of 84, 30% were left
untreated.5 Moreover, detection and management of
chronic pain remain inadequate.6 In one study, 66%
of geriatric nursing home residents had chronic pain,
but in almost half of the cases (34%) it was not
detected by the treating physician.7
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PAIN ASSESSMENT AND THE
PHYSICAL EXAMINATION
The treatment of pain begins with the assessment
of what instigated the pain, how it can be terminated,
and what management modalities are most effective
for a particular patient. However, assessment is rarely
that simple. Clinical manifestations of persistent pain
are often complex and multifactorial in the older
population. Even the perception of pain may differ
from that perceived by those of less advanced years.
Issues of physical accessibility to treatment, cost of
drugs, the presence of coexisting illness, the use of
concomitant medication, and the ability to understand
the complaints of the patient who has cognitive
impairment are only some of the factors that
contribute to the complexity of the situation. Furthermore, the elderly patient’s condition is often complicated by depression, psychosocial concerns, denial,
poor health, and poor memory. Without a thorough
assessment, pain that is causing severe impairment
may not be revealed for an array of personal, cultural,
or psychological reasons.
Pain may be underreported because some elderly
patients incorrectly believe that pain is a normal
process of aging. In other cases, such as with cancer
pain, it is underreported because of fear of disease
progression. Further, the caregivers and relatives are
often the most reliable source of information.8 To
address the need to adequately identify and diagnose
pain, an increasing number of articles are being
written on pain assessment in patients with dementia
as well as research focusing on the measurement of
pain.9–11
The complexity of pain assessment in geriatric
patients often requires a multidisciplinary approach to
diagnosis and to management. The pain physician
should work together with a psychologist or psychiatrist as depression is oftentimes present in the
patient with chronic pain. A physical therapist should
be part of the team as well, to help with functionality.
Laboratory and imaging studies may be ordered to
help pinpoint a diagnosis if a detailed history and
physical examination is not enough.
Evaluation of the patient’s level of function is
important as it affects the degree of independence,
level of need for caregivers, as well as overall quality
of life. Activities of daily living—eating, bathing,
dressing—and instrumental ADLs—light housework,
shopping, managing money, preparing meals—
should be assessed. After a diagnosis is made, a
consensus treatment plan should be outlined that
includes modalities to decrease pain perception and
increase patient function.12
The visual analogy scale (VAS), verbal descriptor
scale, and numerical rating scale are frequently used
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to assess pain intensity. Available data support the
use of these methods; however, the VAS should be
used with caution as it is associated with a higher
frequency of responses from the elderly that are
incomplete or unable to be given a score.13,14
Moreover, elderly patients report difficulty in completing the VAS.13,15,16 It has, however, proven reliability
in clinical and research settings, and offers the
advantages of simplicity, ease of administration, and
minimal intrusiveness.12
The McGill Pain Questionnaire has evidence for
validity, reliability, and discriminative abilities that are
not age-related. The McGill Pain Questionnaire can be
used to assess the sensory, affective, evaluative, and
miscellaneous components of pain.17
After assessing the intensity of pain, one should
perform a thorough examination. An overview is
discussed here:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

Complete history and physical examination, with
focus on most pressing pain issues
Review of location of pain, intensity, exacerbating
and/or alleviating factors, and impact on mood
and sleep
A screen for cognitive impairment such as the
Folstein minimental examination
A screen for depression
A review of the patient’s ADLs (bathing, dressing,
toileting, transfers, feeding, and continence) and
instrumental ADLs (use of phone, travel, shopping, food preparation, housework, laundry,
taking medicine, handling finances)
Assessment of gait and balance
A screen for sensory depression to examine
basic visual and auditory function

The pain physician should assess for evidence of
chronic pain. The pain should be considered significant
if it is persistent, recurrent, and affecting the patient’s
functional capacity and/or quality of life. Because pain
may be manifested in multiple ways, a variety of terms
should be used to screen for symptoms in older
patients, such as burning, aching, soreness, tightness,
discomfort, sharp, dull, and throbbing. One may also
use vocalizations or changes in function as cues to
underlying pain, especially in those patients with
cognitive or language impairments. These cues may
manifest as crying, groaning, changes in gait or
posture, or withdrawn/agitated behavior. Furthermore,
if cognitive or language impairments are present, the
pain physician should seek reports from a caregiver or
close relative. The underlying reason for this impairment should be optimally treated, and consultations for
skilled procedures or knowledge should be sought
when appropriate. A multidisciplinary approach is
always recommended.
The Ochsner Journal
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The examination continues with a comprehensive
pain assessment including thorough medical history
and physical examination, review of systems and
pertinent laboratory results, imaging studies, and
diagnostic tests. Noting the temporal relationships
among events, medical interventions, and complaints
helps elucidate the diagnosis and likely prognosis.
The intensity, character, frequency, location, and
duration of the pain should be probed. Ameliorating
and exacerbating factors help show the nature of the
pain as well. Afterward, the medication history should
be reviewed, as well as over-the-counter herbal
supplementation. A list of adverse effects should be
noted. The physical examination should focus on
neuromuscular systems with attention to impairments, weakness, hyperalgesia/hypoalgesia, hyperpathia, allodynia, numbness, and tingling. There may
be trigger points, bony deformities, or local inflammation at certain sites that may suggest certain
pathologies.
Physical function may be determined by assessing
the ability of the patient to perform ADLs. Range of
motion testing, gait, and balance testing are appropriate at this stage. The patient’s psychosocial
function may be determined by assessment of mood,
social support groups, family relationships, and any
appointed caregivers. Next, a quantitative assessment of the patient’s pain may be ascertained with a
VAS, numerical rating scale, or other pain scale.
Finally, a pain log or diary may help keep track of how
different treatment modalities are affecting the patient’s pain intensity and function.
The follow-up interval should be determined by
the severity of pain and dysfunction. This may be
anywhere from 1 to 4 weeks depending on the
patient’s situation and compliance with medication.
Regular visits help to reassess improvement or
worsening of the condition, complications with medications, and patient compliance. Some patients who
may be unable to drive to meet a physician may
require house calls or the assistance of home health
care for follow-up. Positive and negative effects of
analgesics and therapeutic modalities should be
noted, then the treatment plan modified.18

attacks, strokes, dementia, or movement disorders.
The pain physician should be aware that these
problems may affect accurate assessment of pain
as well as the efficacy of treatment.19
Although the mechanisms are not totally clear,
symptoms of CNS and peripheral nervous system
dysfunction may occur as early as 50 years of age.
Heredity, concomitant disease, and stress from daily
activities may play a role.20 The neurons of elderly
patients are not rejuvenated when these cells die and
are instead replaced by proliferating glial cells.21
Furthermore, the number of dendritic synapses, cell
receptors, and intracellular enzymes is decreased.22
Alzheimer disease constitutes approximately 60%
of all cases of dementia, although one must also look
for other causes such as idiopathic degenerative
processes, vascular disorders, normal-pressure hydrocephalus, neoplastic diseases, CNS infections,
metabolic disorders, and pseudodementia.23 Parkinson disease is another common pathology in the
elderly.

PATHOPHYSIOLOGIC CHANGES IN
THE ELDERLY

PAIN THRESHOLD

A steady decline of homeostatic mechanisms and
organ system function occurs during normal aging.
The most important organ systems affected are
described in the following sections.

Central Nervous System
Many elderly patients may present with neurologic
disease and dysfunction, including transient ischemic
Volume 10, Number 3, Fall 2010

Hepatic
An aged liver may prolong the clearance of drugs
from the body secondary to prehepatic, intrahepatic,
or posthepatic causes (Table 1). Prehepatic dysfunction includes decreased first-pass and blood extraction, which may be secondary to lower gastrointestinal absorption or decreased portal and arterial blood
flow. Intrahepatic dysfunction may be caused by
hepatocellular pathology such as cirrhosis. Posthepatic dysfunction is usually due to either biliary tree or
enterohepatic circulation blockage or pathology. Liver
function tests are often normal despite these changes
in the elderly liver.

Renal System
The decline in renal function begins after the age
of 40 at a rate of approximately 1% per year, or a
1 mL/min per year decline in creatinine clearance.24
Although the structure and function of the kidney
declines, clinically the function of the kidney seems to
be maintained in healthy elderly patients.25 Typical
changes in the aging kidney are noted in Table 2.

Multiple studies have been undertaken to determine the effect of aging on pain threshold. Gibson26
conducted a meta-analysis of over 50 studies that
examined age differences in sensitivity to induced
pain. The effect size was 0.074 (P , .0005), indicating
that there is definite evidence of an increase in pain
threshold with advancing age. There may be a
difference in pain threshold depending on the type
of pain, as well. Moreover, a study by Latienbacher et
181
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Table 1. Hepatic Changes in the Elderlya
Size
Blood flow and velocity
Liver function
Conjugation
Microsomal hydroxylation/oxidation
Nonmicrosomal oxidation
Demethylation
Protein synthesis
Serum and biliary cholesterol
Liver regeneration and capacity
a

Decreased liver mass by 1% per year after age 50
33% decrease in flow and 21% decrease in portal blood velocity over age 65
No significant changes in liver function tests
Not significantly changed
Not significantly changed
Not significantly changed
Decreased with aging; caution with benzodiazepine use
Slightly decreased serum albumin levels, reduced quality of albumin, increased
free fraction of protein bound drugs
Increased change of cholelithiasis and atherosclerosis
Decline in regeneration rate; regeneration capacity remains unchanged

Modified from Lynch D. Geriatric pain. In: Raj P, ed. Practical Management of Pain. 3rd ed. St. Louis, MO: Mosby, 2000:278.

al27 compared pain perception in 40 men, half with a
mean age of 27.1 years and the other with a mean age
of 71.6 years. The results demonstrated that somatosensory thresholds for nonnoxious stimuli increase
with age, whereas pressure pain thresholds decrease
and heat pain thresholds show no age-related
changes, which confirm previous studies as well.28

COMMON COMORBIDITIES IN THE ELDERLY
As patients age, the incidence and prevalence of
certain pain syndromes increase (Table 3). The pain
physician should be ready to deal with the following
list of chronic geriatric pain syndromes commonly
found in this patient population.

Pharmacokinetic Changes
Elderly patients present with increased fat mass,
decreased muscle mass, and decreased body water,
which have important ramifications on drug distribution.29,30 Blood volume may be decreased as well,
secondary to diuretic use. Lipophilic medications
such as fentanyl and lidocaine may have an increased
duration of effect as more of these medications are
absorbed by fat mass and will have an increased
volume of distribution. Water-soluble drugs, however,

are less efficiently distributed and result in higher
plasma concentrations at equivalent doses, and
therefore result in a higher frequency of side effects.
Decreases in serum albumin increase the amount of
free drug availability. This is even more accentuated in
patients with chronic disease and malnutrition, leading
to higher levels of adverse effects when using highly
protein-bound analgesics such as nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) and antiepileptic drugs.
Drug half-life, the ratio of the volume of distribution
to clearance, is notably increased for several benzodiazepines and tricyclic antidepressants related to
decreased kidney and liver clearance. Dose-related
side effects from analgesics that undergo significant
first-pass metabolism will be increased. These drugs,
such as lidocaine and opioids, should be initiated
slowly and at lower doses to avoid complications.31
Hepatic phase I reactions involving oxidation,
hydrolysis, and reduction appear to be more altered
by age than phase II conjugation such as acetylation,
glucuronidation, sulfation, and glycine conjugation.
There is a predictable age-related decline in cytochrome P-450 function and, combined with the
polypharmacy that much of the elderly population
experiences, this may lead to a toxic reaction of

Table 2. Renal Changes in the Elderlya
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
a

Decreased size by 20%–30% by age 70
Decreased length, number, and thickness of renal tubules
Increased interstitial tissue and tubular diverticula of renal tubules
Decrease in renal blood flow by 10% per decade after age 20
Glomerular filtration rate decreases 10 mL/min per decade
Decreased free water absorption 5% per decade after age 50
Accelerated decline by comorbid conditions such as hypertension, atherosclerosis, and heart failure
Effective renal plasma flow decreases proportionally more than glomerular filtration rate

Modified from Kielstein JT, Bode-Boger SM, Haller H, Lynch DF. Functional changes in the ageing kidney: is there a role for asymmetric dimethylarginine? Nephrol Dial Transplant.

2003;18:1245–1248, and Lynch D. Geriatric pain. In: Raj P, ed. Practical Management of Pain. 3rd ed. St. Louis, MO: Mosby, 2000:278.
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Table 3. Chronic Geriatric Pain Syndromes
Rheumatic disease (eg, osteoarthritis, rheumatoid arthritis)
Cancer pain
Angina
Postherpetic neuralgia/shingles
Temporal arteritis
Atherosclerotic and diabetic peripheral neuropathy pain
Trigeminal neuralgia
Malnutrition
Peripheral vascular disease
Ischemic pain

and insurance coverage.34 Multiple studies have been
conducted to determine the best ways to address this
issue, but inconsistent methods and findings among
studies prevent drawing a firm conclusion in favor of
any particular intervention. Methods to increase
compliance include improving communication of the
purpose and side effect profile of medications,
making simple dosing regimens, decreasing the total
number of drugs needed, regularly scheduled followups, group education, individualized medication
cards, medication review by pharmacists, and multicompartment dose administration aids.35,36

medications. Selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors
and the newer serotonin-norepinephrine reuptake
inhibitors both inhibit the cytochrome system and
can lead to a buildup of other drugs. Narcotic
accumulation when concurrently administered with
other medications—specifically the aforementioned
selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors and serotoninnorepinephrine reuptake inhibitors—is always a risk,
especially in the elderly population with declining liver
function. High doses of narcotics may also act as
cytochrome enzyme inhibitors. Although a drug like
acetaminophen is metabolized at an equal rate at older
ages, a drug like diazepam is metabolized at a
reduced rate in the elderly. Further, carbamazepine,
lidocaine, and fentanyl are subject to reduced metabolism by the same enzyme systems in older patients
even though they are metabolized by the same
enzymes. Glucuronidation of morphine and glutathione conjugation of acetaminophen are examples of
reduced and unaltered phase II reactions, respectively. The frequency of slow and rapid metabolizing
genetic polymorphisms seems to be unaffected by
age. Reduction in renal clearance, however, seems to
have the largest pharmacodynamic effect on the
elderly. Caution should be taken when using drugs
that primarily undergo renal metabolism and clearance, such as gabapentin, to avoid side effects.32

PAIN MANAGEMENT MODALITIES IN
THE ELDERLY

Pharmacodynamic Changes

1.

Generally speaking, geriatric patients usually have
increased sensitivity to centrally acting drugs such as
benzodiazepines and opioids. The adrenergic and
cholinergic autonomic nervous systems, however,
generally have decreased sensitivity to receptorspecific drugs such as beta blockers.33 These
changes are strongly coupled with age-related decline in CNS function.

Treatment modalities for pain in the elderly may be
categorized into the following areas. A multidisciplinary approach is recommended to investigate all
possible options for optimal management: (1) pharmacotherapy (most commonly employed), (2) psychological support, (3) physical rehabilitation, and (4)
interventional procedures.

Pharmacotherapy
Drug treatment is generally the first and most
widely used treatment modality to control geriatric
pain. It is relatively simple to implement and consists
of NSAIDs, muscle relaxants, opioids, and other
adjuvant therapy. Prescribing these medications is
not without risks, however. The patient’s cognitive,
physiological, and functional status may be affected.
The American Geriatric Society and the World Health
Organization (WHO) have put together counsel to
arrive at some form of consensus as to the best
approach in this patient population.37
Summary of 2009 American Geriatric Society
Recommendations
Nonopioids
Acetaminophen should be considered as initial
and ongoing pharmacotherapy in the treatment of
persistent pain, particularly musculoskeletal pain,
owing to its demonstrated effectiveness and
good safety profile (high quality of evidence,
strong recommendation).
(A)
(B)

COMPLIANCE ISSUES
Many factors are associated with poor medical
compliance. These include poor physician-patient
communication, cost, race, drug and dosage form,
Volume 10, Number 3, Fall 2010

(C)

Absolute contraindications: liver failure (high
quality of evidence, strong recommendation)
Relative contraindications and cautions:
hepatic insufficiency, chronic alcohol abuse
or dependence (moderate quality of evidence, strong recommendation)
Maximum daily recommended dosages of
4 g per 24 hours should not be exceeded
183
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and must include ‘‘hidden sources’’ such as
from combination pills (moderate quality of
evidence, strong recommendation)
2.

Nonselective NSAIDs and cyclooxygenase 2
(COX-2) selective inhibitors may be considered
rarely, and with extreme caution, in highly
selected individuals (high quality of evidence,
strong recommendation).
(A)

(B)

(C)

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Patient selection: other (safer) therapies
have failed, evidence of continuing therapeutic goals not met, ongoing assessment
of risks and complications outweighed by
therapeutic benefits (low quality of evidence, strong recommendation)
Absolute contraindications: current active
peptic ulcer disease (low quality of evidence, strong recommendation); chronic
kidney disease (moderate level of evidence,
strong recommendation); heart failure (moderate level of evidence, weak recommendation)
Relative contraindications and cautions:
hypertension, Helicobacter pylori, history of
peptic ulcer disease, concomitant use of
corticosteroids or selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (moderate quality of evidence, strong recommendation)

Older persons taking nonselective NSAIDs
should use a proton pump inhibitor or misoprostol for gastrointestinal protection (high quality of
evidence, strong recommendation).
Patients taking a COX-2 selective inhibitor with
aspirin should use a proton pump inhibitor or
misoprostol for gastrointestinal protection (high
quality of evidence, strong recommendation).
Patients should not take more than one nonselective NSAID or COX-2 selective inhibitor for
pain control (low quality of evidence, strong
recommendation).
Patients taking aspirin for cardioprophylaxis
should not use ibuprofen (moderate quality of
evidence, weak recommendation).
Patients taking nonselective NSAIDs and COX-2
selective inhibitors should be routinely assessed
for gastrointestinal and renal toxicity, hypertension, heart failure, and other drug-drug and drugdisease interactions (weak quality of evidence,
strong recommendation).

Opioids
8.

184

Patients with moderate to severe pain, painrelated functional impairment, or diminished

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

quality of life because of pain should be considered for opioid therapy (low quality of evidence,
strong recommendation).
Patients with frequent or continuous pain on a
daily basis may be treated with around-the-clock
time-contingent dosing aimed at achieving
steady-state opioid therapy (low quality of evidence, weak recommendation).
Clinicians should anticipate, assess for, and
identify potential opioid-associated adverse effects (moderate quality of evidence, strong
recommendation).
Maximal safe doses of acetaminophen or NSAIDs
should not be exceeded when using fixed-dose
opioid combination agents as part of an analgesic regimen (moderate quality of evidence, strong
recommendation).
When long-acting opioid preparations are prescribed, breakthrough pain should be anticipated, assessed, and prevented or treated using
short-acting immediate-release opioid medications (moderate quality of evidence, strong
recommendation).
Clinicians well versed in the use and risks of
methadone should initiate it and titrate it cautiously (moderate quality of evidence, strong
recommendation).
Patients taking opioid analgesics should be
reassessed for ongoing attainment of therapeutic
goals, adverse effects, and safe and responsible
medication use (moderate quality of evidence,
strong recommendation).

Adjuvant Analgesic Drugs
15. All patients with neuropathic pain are candidates
for adjuvant analgesics (strong quality of evidence, strong recommendation).
16. Patients with fibromyalgia are candidates for a
trial of approved adjuvant analgesics (moderate
quality of evidence, strong recommendation).
17. Patients with other types of refractory persistent
pain may be candidates for certain adjuvant
analgesics (eg, back pain, headache, diffuse
bone pain, temporomandibular disorder) (low
quality of evidence, weak recommendation).
18. Tertiary tricyclic antidepressants (amitriptyline,
imipramine, doxepin) should be avoided because
of higher risk for adverse effects such as
anticholinergic effects and cognitive impairment
(moderate quality of evidence, strong recommendation).
19. Agents may be used alone, but often the effects
are enhanced when used in combination with
other pain analgesics and nondrug strategies
The Ochsner Journal
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(moderate quality of evidence, strong recommendation).
20. Therapy should begin with the lowest possible
dose and increase slowly based on response and
side effects, with the caveat that some agents
have a delayed onset of action and therapeutic
benefits are slow to develop. For example,
gabapentin may require 2 to 3 weeks for onset
of efficacy (moderate quality of evidence, strong
recommendation).
21. An adequate therapeutic trial should be conducted before discontinuation of a seemingly ineffective treatment (weak quality of evidence, strong
recommendation).

Other Drugs
22. Long-term systemic corticosteroids should be
reserved for patients with pain-associated inflammatory disorders or metastatic bone pain.
Osteoarthritis should not be considered an
inflammatory disorder (moderate quality of evidence, strong recommendation).
23. Patients with localized neuropathic pain are
candidates for topical lidocaine (moderate quality
of evidence, strong recommendation).
24. Patients with localized nonneuropathic pain may
be candidates for topical lidocaine (low quality of
evidence, weak recommendation).
25. Patients with other localized nonneuropathic
persistent pain may be candidates for topical
NSAIDs (moderate quality of evidence, weak
recommendation).
26. Other topical agents, including capsaicin or
menthol, may be considered for regional pain
syndromes (moderate quality of evidence, weak
recommendation).
27. Many other agents for specific pain syndromes
may require caution in older persons and merit
further research (eg, glucosamine, chondroitin,
cannabinoids, botulinum toxin, alpha-2 adrenergic agonists, calcitonin, vitamin D, bisphosphonates, ketamine) (low quality of evidence, weak
recommendation).
Overview of the WHO Recommendations: Analgesic Ladder Significant overlap occurs between
chronic geriatric pain and cancer pain. For this
reason, following the WHO recommendations for pain
management is appropriate. In order to maintain
freedom from pain, WHO recommends (1) administration of drugs ‘‘by the clock’’ (eg, every 3–6 hours),
(2) medication by mouth individualized for the patient,
and lastly (3) following the ‘‘analgesic ladder’’ (which
was modified from ref. 38 and follows):
Volume 10, Number 3, Fall 2010

1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

For mild pain, the most appropriate first choice
for relatively safe analgesia is acetaminophen.
For mild to moderate pain or pain uncontrolled
with acetaminophen, the use of NSAIDs is
appropriate.
For pain refractory to NSAIDs, or pain rated as
moderate initially, a weaker opioid (eg, codeine) is
the appropriate first choice. Other weak opioids
that may be used include hydrocodone, propoxyphene, and oxycodone in combination with
acetaminophen.
For pain refractory to the previous plan, or pain
rated as severe, a purse opioid agonist (eg,
morphine) is selected. Other pure opioids to
consider include hydromorphone, fentanyl, levorphanol, and oxycodone.
Adjuvant medication may be used to relieve fear
and anxiety in the patient as well as for synergism
with the previously named medications.

Adjuvants
Adjuvant drug therapy should be considered at all
times to enhance the analgesic effects of other
medications. It is often necessary to try different
drugs to determine the best regimen for a particular
patient. Some of the adjuvant drugs used to treat pain
include but are not limited to the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Antidepressants
Anticonvulsants
Alpha-2 adrenergic agonists
Local anesthetics
Corticosteroids
Baclofen
N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor agonists
Muscle relaxants
Topical creams and gels
Neuroleptics
Antihistamines
Psychostimulants
Calcitonin

Newer Opiates and the Elderly
As new guidelines are released discussing the
adverse reactions of NSAIDs and the elderly and there
is a move toward opiate conversion, the search for
new and safer opiates is inevitable. Most of the older
opiates have a know efficacy and safety profile when
used in an older population. One of the newer opiates,
oxymorphone, has recently been studied as it is
metabolized in a non-cytochrome P-450 pathway and
therefore bypasses many of the drug-drug interactions common to the elderly. Moreover, the drug is still
renally excreted, so it should be used with caution in
elderly patients who already have a decreased
185
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glomerular filtration rate. The problem arises as it is
not as familiar as many of the other opiates typically
used; however, indications suggest that it is safe in
the elderly and should be used in the same way as the
other opiates, starting with a low dose and increasing
it slowly.37

Psychological Support
Because pain is a complex sensory and emotional
experience, psychological modalities should be employed in the pain management model. The psychological branch of pain also explains why some
patients with minimal disease may have excruciating
pain, whereas others with severe disease may have
minimal complaints. Pain-coping strategies may
include relaxation, prayer, and attention-diversion
techniques. Depression and anxiety in the geriatric
patient must be addressed with psychotherapy,
meditation, and medication. Furthermore, the socioenvironmental variables of each patient should be
adjusted to help the patient cope with pain. A solid
support system including relatives and caregivers
should be established.

Physical Rehabilitation
The rehabilitative aspect of pain management may
help the patient live a more independent and functional
life. Rehabilitation may involve adapting to loss of
physical, psychological, or social skills. The assessment of ADLs can help assess the level of function and
direct treatment. The objectives of rehabilitation include
stabilizing the primary disorder, preventing secondary
injuries, decreasing pain perception via a multidisciplinary approach, treating functional deficits, and
promoting adaptations to current disabilities.39

are far less likely to occur in younger adults. Barriers
to effective management include challenges to proper
pain assessment, underreporting of pain by patients,
atypical manifestations of pain in the elderly, and a
need for increased appreciation of the pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic changes of aging.
Physicians can provide appropriate analgesia in
geriatric patients through proper assessment, a
multidisciplinary approach, and appropriate use of
treatment modalities.
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but is fairly common among the elderly. The treatment
of pain may be complicated by multiple problems that
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